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CALEN-O
SONGS FROM THE NORTH OF IRELAND
Carolyn Dobbin mezzo-soprano    Iain Burnside piano



There have been many ‘Irish song’ recordings 
produced over the years but none has shone 
a light uniquely on Northern Irish composers. 
I have been collecting songs by Northern 
Irish composers for many years in an effort to 
preserve and record them. There are so many 
underappreciated pieces that deserve to be 
saved for posterity and presented to a wider 
audience. Many are disappearing from print, 
some are in manuscript only and often in a 
fragile state.

This recording is of art songs and ballads from 
the 1890s to 1950s. I haven’t been able to 
include all the composers from this period, as 
I would like to have, and there were many that 
haven’t made it this time round. 

Landscapes, seascapes, people of the land, 
sounds and textures of the world around 
us have always inspired poets, artists and 
musicians. It’s where I find my inspiration and 
why I feel such a strong connection with all 
these songs.

For thirty years and more a lot of negative 
images have come out from my beautiful wee 
land but recently, more positive stories and a 
unique creativity has emerged. Artists have 

always been there, just well hidden. I was an 
art student during the last years of the Troubles, 
and there were always pockets of creativity to 
be found; but few wanted to shout about it or 
had the confidence to show it off. Perhaps as a 
result of peace, perhaps the birth of the internet, 
now, in 2017, there is a new sense of freedom 
and a confidence to re-explore the stories of 
this land. Northern Ireland is in the midst of a 
rebirth, people are starting to rediscover and 
fall back in love with their country, their people, 
the landscape, the coast and their identity. That 
identity can be whatever each person wants it 
to be, not one box or another, but an ever-fluid 
feeling, changing and evolving. All this has 
inspired me to make this recording, which I hope 
will be only the first of an historical and essential 
Northern Irish song project.

One unpublished manuscript, a gem of a song, 
particularly strikes a chord with me: ‘The Blue 
Hills’. The text describes living in a hot, sticky, 
smoky city and longing to be back in the hills. 
I empathise with Hamilton Harty’s song and 
imagine him writing this while living in London, 
just as I am now. It was written in 1906 and yet 
feels so avant-garde. 
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Thank you to the libraries of Queens University, Belfast 
and Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge for letting 
me access their manuscripts, and particularly to Colin 
Dunn at Boosey & Hawkes for sourcing some songs no 
longer available in print. Also to David Byers for guiding 
me towards the essential reading material and some 
song suggestions; I must also acknowledge Professor 
Jeremy Dibble, Hamilton Harty’s biographer, with the 
help of whose books I got most of my information on 
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where to source manuscripts and songs. The cover 
photograph was taken at Ballintoy harbour on the 
Antrim coast by my beautiful friend, the soprano Dana 
Marbach. Many of the songs are about this coastline. 
Thanks to Paul Baxter for believing in this project 
that’s so close to my heart and to Iain for being super 
talented; and special thanks to my ever supportive 
husband Stephen.



Arguably, the origin of the Irish art song – if 
such a genre exists – can be traced to the 
famous Irish Melodies of Thomas Moore 
(1779–1852), published in ten volumes from 
1808 to 1834. Moore wrote words to fit extant 
Irish tunes, many of which had been first 
notated at the 1792 Belfast Harp Festival by 
Edward Bunting. Some of these tunes would 
have been composed by Turlough O’Carolan, 
the blind Irish harper of the early eighteen 
hundreds, and some were of more ancient 
origin. Some would have had Irish lyrics already 
but perhaps because of the dangerous political 
turmoil in Ireland at the turn of the eighteenth 
to nineteenth centuries, or perhaps because 
he did not speak Irish, Bunting had not felt in a 
position to publish these words with the music 
in his first volume of 1796. 

Moore’s adoption of these tunes provided 
him with the perfect vehicle for his own 
poetry, which had a subtle ambivalence 
between overt early Romanticism and covert 
Irish Nationalism. His marriage of words and 
music, however, proved not to be indissoluble 
and many composers since have reset his 
poetry to their own music, including Berlioz, 
Schumann, Duparc, Ives and Britten. But for 
Irish composers subsequent to Moore, the 
close relationship between Irish folksong and 
song composition was one which was to last.

Amongst the early songs written by Charles 
Wood, and said to have been his favourite, 

was his setting of Moore’s At the mid hour 
of night (1886). Wood’s early musical training 
was gained at the Choir School of Armagh 
Cathedral, where his father was the Diocesan 
Registrar. When Wood became one of the 
founder students of the Royal College of Music 
in London in 1883, he began an association 
which he maintained with the institution as a 
teacher for the rest of his life. His first study 
was composition with Parry and Stanford, and 
forty years later he succeeded Stanford as 
Professor of Music at Cambridge University 
where he had also been teaching since 1897.

Through the unpredictability of historical 
recognition, Charles Wood is chiefly 
remembered as a composer of church 
music. But his considerable output shows a 
wide interest in many musical fields, and, in 
particular, a fascination with Irish folksong. 
This was probably given musical focus when 
he was a pupil of Stanford, but he later made 
his own literary alliances, notably with Alfred 
Perceval Graves. 

That partnership’s first fruit was the Irish Folk-
songs of 1897, dedicated tellingly to Stanford, 
and which contained Credhe’s Lament 
for Cail. The score of that song notes that 
‘the Irish original of which this lyric is a free 
rendering will be found in Mrs William Sharp’s 
“Lyra Celtica”’ and it is worth recalling that, 
despite his pre-eminence in the London Irish 
Literary Society and his leading position in 

Irish folksong circles, Graves had to rely on 
the translations of others because he himself 
apparently had only a limited knowledge of the 
Irish language.

Wood’s songs in general reflect the 
consummate, academic prowess of their 
progenitor: carefully shaped, often strophic 
compositions such as Shall I forget, a setting 
of Christina Rossetti, written in 1887. Others 
have equally efficient and sometimes energetic 
piano accompaniments, as in his 1898 setting 
of the early nineteenth-century poet Jeremiah 
Callanan’s famous translation from the Irish, 
The Outlaw of Loch Lene or Moira O’Neill’s 
At sea which has quite a challenging piano 
accompaniment of almost Elgarian dimensions. 
It was published posthumously along with 
several other songs by Wood in 1927.

Hamilton Harty did not set Moore’s poetry 
in any of his songs, of which he left over 
sixty, but he did quote Moore on several 
occasions in connection with his other music, 
most notably as a scene-setter for his last 
great orchestral work, The Children of Lir 
(1938). Harty preferred to set the work of 
contemporary Irish poets who reflected the 
fashionable burgeoning of interest in all things 
ancient and Irish at the beginning of the 
twentieth century. Born in Hillsborough, Co. 
Down, Harty had first been drawn to Dublin 
in the 1890s and was just making his name 
in London at the turn of the century, at a time 

when the Gaelic revival and the Celtic Twilight 
movements, championed by W. B. Yeats, were 
growing in stature.

There is no evidence to suggest whether or 
not the young Harty had visions of himself as 
the musical equivalent of the largely literary 
stars of the Gaelic movement but he, like 
Stanford before him, was certainly very much 
aware of his Irish heritage and the benefits that 
could accrue from those roots. 

It was through the London platforms provided 
by the Chappell Ballad Concerts and the 
equally popular concerts at the Aeolian, 
Steinway and Bechstein Halls that Harty, in 
an amazingly short time and despite the fact 
that as a pianist (just as in composition and 
conducting) he was an autodidact, established 
his reputation as ‘the prince of accompanists’, 
the first-choice pianist for the truly great 
singers and instrumentalists alike. Harty 
undoubtedly exploited the opportunity to 
compose songs for specific singers, such as 
the many he wrote for his wife Agnes Nicholls 
or other vocal luminaries of the time such as 
Harry Plunkett Green, Muriel Foster or Elsie 
Swinton. In all his song accompaniments, he 
displays a fascinating pianistic sensitivity and 
detail – the soft swish of the scythe in Scythe 
Song is perfectly captured by an arpeggiated 
figuration on the piano, while in The Sea 
Gypsy the restless triplets suggest ‘breezy’ 
(Harty’s tempo marking!) contrasts of sea air. 
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For his texts, Harty displayed an acquaintance 
with, and knowledge of, the latest publications 
of Irish poetry and literature which became 
such a feature of his whole compositional 
career. Despite his Unionist inclinations, Harty 
always remained politically impartial, and he 
was evidently attracted by the nationalistic 
fervour of Padraic Colum (A Cradle Song, 
written in 1907) or Lizzie Twigg (the musically 
‘impressionistic’ Flame in the skies, published 
in 1908 as one of the Six Songs of Ireland). 
Helen Lanyon was a minor English poet 
connected to Ireland only through marriage 
but whose anthology, The Hill O’ Dreams and 
Other Verses, published in Dublin in 1909, 
evoked the beauty of the Antrim Glens; at a 
time when he was completing The Children of 
Lir, with its very specific Antrim context, Harty 
used her poem At Easter in his 1938 collection 
of Five Irish Poems, which also included The 
Fiddler of Dooney by W. B. Yeats.

Standing somewhat apart from Harty’s 
Hibernian literary leanings are the Three Sea 
Prayers from the Greek Anthology translated 
by the Scotsman John William Mackail. This 
epigrammatic anthology had first appeared 
in Mackail’s translation in 1890 but was 
republished in a revised edition in 1906. Harty 
took some liberties with the translated texts 
he used for the three songs, which he wrote 
within a space of three days; he and Agnes 
Nicholls first performed them in the Bechstein 
Hall in November 1909. The subject matter, 

dealing as it did with the sea, was close to his 
heart and the sea was a constant throughout 
his life.

Though Harty was undoubtedly fully 
conversant with Irish folksong, he was also 
equally happy to write ‘in the style’ rather than 
always use exact folksong quotation. Howard 
Ferguson, born in Belfast and the son of a well-
to-do bank manager, was more of a stickler 
for authenticity. In his five Irish Folksongs, 
he uses tunes which were collected by 
one Sam Henry, a native of Coleraine in 
Co. Antrim, who in the course of his job in 
the Excise and Pensions department of the 
Northern Ireland Civil Service travelled around 
the countryside between 1923 and 1939.
He archived his encounters with the country 
folk in a large collection of photographs which 
reveal compelling glimpses of what life was 
like in this rural setting between the two world 
wars. More than that, however, Henry noted 
down all the folksongs he heard from these 
people – he was a competent fiddler himself 
– and published them, with words where 
available, as a weekly series entitled ‘Songs 
of the People’ in the Coleraine newspaper The 
Northern Constitution. The collection contains 
over five hundred tunes.

With typical and fastidious attention to detail, 
Ferguson notes on the score of the third song 
in his set, ‘Calen-o’, that there are two sets of 
words to that tune: ‘This song was known in 

the time of Shakespeare. Pistol refers to it in 
Henry V (IV, iv, 4); and there is a setting of it 
by Wm. Byrd in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book 
(CLVIII; vol. 2, p. 186). The title as given in the 
latter, “Callino Casturame”, is an attempt to 
render phonetically the Gaelic […] The words 
given in the S. Henry Collection, “Happy 
’tis”, are a translation by Douglas Hyde of an 
altogether different Gaelic poem […]’ Ferguson 
sets both lyrics to the same accompaniment 
‘to be sure to be sure’, as we might say in 
Ireland. On this recording, the former version 
of the words is used. 

Ferguson did not stay long in Belfast. As a 
teenager, he was whisked off to London to 
study piano privately with concert pianist 
Harold Samuel and then at the Royal 
College of Music. In the latter part of his 
career, he became famous for his editorial 
thoroughness in publications of early music 
and other topics. It should be no surprise that 
the five settings in his Irish Folksongs are 
respectfully simple and precise, reflecting 
the unpretentious atmosphere of the words; 
they are straightforwardly strophic, now and 
again with a nodding acknowledgement to 
the metrical flexibility of the original tunes, as 
in ‘The Apron of Flowers’ or ‘I’m from over 
the mountain’. Ferguson’s renowned, gentle 
humour sometimes seems to surface in his 
accompaniments, as in ‘The Swan’ where 
he unsettles the flowing line of the tune with 
syncopations in the piano, or in ‘Calen-o’ 

where he formulates a little ostinato in the left 
hand piano line to counter the melody.

Sam Henry’s fervour for folksong collection 
may well have been one of the inspirations 
for, and indeed provided the material for, a 
BBC initiative in the late 1930s, the Ulster 
Airs Scheme, which sought to preserve 
these Irish folksongs, in a stand against 
traditional purism perhaps, through orchestral 
arrangement. Dr Norman Hay, critic for the 
Belfast Telegraph and a composer of standing 
in his own right, was chosen to edit the 
process and pick the Ulster composers to be 
asked to make what eventually numbered 
almost 150 arrangements.

Howard Ferguson was one of several chosen 
for the scheme, as was a young and virtually 
unknown composer at that time, Joan 
Trimble. She was a native of Enniskillen, 
Co. Fermanagh, where her father owned and 
managed the town newspaper, called The 
Impartial Reporter. It may well have been 
that Hay saw a certain political correctness 
in choosing Trimble – female composers 
from Ulster were few and far between. 
Trimble was well acquainted with Howard 
Ferguson, not just because they shared an 
Ulster background and both at different times 
studied at the Royal College of Music, but 
because their paths crossed in the famous 
series of wartime concerts at London’s 
National Gallery. Myra Hess instigated the 
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concerts but Ferguson was her right-hand 
man in their organisation, while Joan and her 
sister Valerie were frequent performers as 
piano duo partners.

Ironically, it was the very success of that 
piano duo after the war, combined with her 
domestic duties as the wife of a working GP 
and her teaching commitment at London’s 
Royal Academy of Music, which limited and 
eventually curtailed Trimble’s once promising 
career as a composer. She simply had not the 
time and this accounts for her relatively small 
compositional output. My grief on the sea 
was her first published song and it appeared 
out of nowhere. She wrote it with the tutorial 
encouragement of her composition teacher 
Herbert Howells, basically as an exercise, 
having told him of her love of poetry. She 
chose to set an Irish poem in a translation by 
Douglas Hyde, who coincidently became the 
first president of Ireland in 1938, the year that 
song and its companion Green Rain, a setting 
of a poem by the early twentieth-century 
English poet Mary Webb, were published by 
Winthrop Rogers. Girl’s Song, using words by 
the ‘Georgian’ poet Wilfrid Wilson Gibson, was 
never published and remains available only in 
manuscript to this day. In style, it is very close 
to Howells’ own setting of the same poem 
which he published in 1919. 

Trimble’s music has a surefooted innocence 
and purity to it which came straight from 
the heart, nowhere more noticeable than in 
these three art songs which were the sum 
total of her output for voice and solo piano. 
There is an Irish flavour to ‘My grief on the 
sea’, an ambiance which reappeared in much 
of Trimble’s published music for two pianos 
in particular, but mostly she avoided quoting 
folksong directly in her original compositions. 
She remained passionate about Irish folksong 
in all other respects and I can recall a magical 
day sitting in the library of her family house 
in Enniskillen, to which she retreated in the 
1970s, when she recounted to me stories of 
the last great Irish bard, Turlough O’Carolan. 
He would have passed almost within sight 
of the house, along the shores of Lough 
Erne on his way to visit and play for the 
aristocratic eighteenth-century families of that 
neighbourhood.  

© 2018 Philip Hammond  

Dr Philip Hammond is a retired teacher, arts 
administrator, pianist and music journalist. 
He continues to compose from his home 
in Belfast and maintains an artistic interest in 
all things Irish.

 1 Green Rain 
  Into the scented woods we’ll go, 
  And see the blackthorn swim in snow. 
  High above, in the budding leaves, 
  A brooding dove awakes and grieves; 
  The glades with mingled music stir, 
  And wildly laughs the woodpecker. 
  When blackthorn petals pearl the breeze, 
  There are the twisted hawthorn trees 
  Thick-set with buds, as clear and pale 
  As golden water or green hail –  
  As if a storm of rain had stood 
  Enchanted in the thorny wood, 
  And, hearing fairy voices call, 
  Hung poised, forgetting how to fall. 

  Mary Webb (1881–1927)

 2  Girl’s Song 
  I saw three black pigs riding 
  In a blue and yellow cart – 
  Three black pigs riding to the fair 
  Behind the old grey dappled mare.  
  But it wasn’t black pigs riding 
  In a gay and gaudy cart 
  That sent me into hiding 
  With a flutter in my heart.

  I heard the cart returning, 
  The jolting, jingling cart – 
  Behind the old jog-trotting mare; 
  Returning empty from the fair. 

  But it wasn’t the returning 
  Of a clattering empty cart 
  That sent the hot blood burning 
  And throbbing through my heart.

  Wilfrid Wilson Gibson (1878–1962)

 3  My grief on the sea 
  My grief on the sea,  
  How the waves of it roll!  
  For they heave between me  
  And the love of my soul!   
  Abandon’d, forsaken,  
  To grief and to care,  
  Will the sea ever waken  
  Relief from despair?   
  My grief and my trouble!  
  Would he and I were,  
  In the province of Leinster,  
  Or County of Clare!   
  Were I and my darling – 
  O heart-bitter wound! –  
  On board of the ship  
  For America bound.   
  On a green bed of rushes  
  All last night I lay,  
  And I flung it abroad  
  With the heat of the day.   
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  And my Love came behind me,  
  He came from the South;  
  His breast to my bosom,  
  His mouth to my mouth.

  Douglas Hyde (1860–1949), ‘from the Irish’

 4  A Cradle Song 
  O men from the fields!  
  Come gently within.  
  Tread softly, softly  
  O men coming in.  
  Mavourneen is going  
  From me and from you,  
  Where Mary will fold him  
  With mantle of blue!  
  From reek of the smoke  
  And cold of the floor  
  And the peering of things  
  Across the half-door.  
  O men of the fields,  
  Soft, softly come thro’. 
  Mary puts round him  
  Her mantle of blue. 

  Padraic Colum (1881–1972) 
  by permission of the Estate of Padraic Colum

 5  Scythe Song 
  She wakened in the early morn of June,
  To a soft tune –
  The scythe song, made by mowers, when 
      they pass
  Through the green grass
  What time the dewdrops glisten on the lawn,
  In the grey dawn.

  ‘This is the sound,’ she thought, ‘of summer  
      days,
  Heat, and soft haze;
  Of nightingales, and dreaming drowsy nights
  And dim delights,
  Summer! So much to take, so much to give,
  ’Tis sweet, sweet to live!’

  Riccardo Stephens (1860–1923)

 6  Flame in the skies   
  Flame in the skies of sunset,
      Brighter than dazzle of dawn,
  Silver veil of the daisies
      Spread on an emerald lawn;
  Deep’ning day of the twilight
      Falling on byre and bawn,
  And mists, like a ghostly garment,
      Round the quiet mountains drawn.

  Here through the dusky branches
      Gleameth the rosy flush,
  Onward the river runneth,
      Lapping through reed and rush;

  Out on the stillness ringeth
      The song of a hidden thrush
  With finger on lip stands silence
      And hush! says the whole world, hush!

  Lizzie Twigg (Élis ní Chraobhín, c.1874–1933)

 7  At Easter 
  The little church is dim and still,
  And through the windows tall
  The sunbeams wander at their will
  And on the altar fall.

  Beside the Cross on either hand
  With heads bowed as in prayer,
  The starry white narcissi stand
  And perfume all the air.

  Hushed is the priest’s low monotone,
  A silver chalice rings,
  And in the churchyard all alone
  A bird with rapture sings.

  Helen Lanyon (1882–1979)

 8  The Fiddler of Dooney 
  When I play on my fiddle in Dooney, 
  Folk dance like a wave of the sea; 
  My cousin is priest in Kilvarnet, 
  My brother in Moharabuiee. 
  I passed my brother and cousin:
  They read in their book of prayer;
  I read in my book of songs
  I bought at the Sligo fair. 
  When we come at the end of time,
  To Peter sitting in state,
  He will smile on the three old spirits,
  But call me first through the gate; 
  For the good are always the merry,
  Save by some evil chance,
  And the merry love the fiddle
  And the merry love to dance:

  And when the folk there spy me,
  They will all come up to me,
  With ‘Here is the fiddler of Dooney!’
  And dance like a wave of the sea.

  William Butler Yeats (1865–1939)

Texts



 9  The Sea Gypsy 
  I am fevered with the sunset,  
  I am fretful with the bay,  
  For the wander-thirst is on me  
  And my soul is in Cathay.   
  There’s a schooner in the offing,  
  With her topsails shot with fire,  
  And my heart has gone aboard her  
  For the Islands of Desire.   
  I must forth again to-morrow!  
  With the sunset I must be  
  Hull down on the trail of rapture  
  In the wonder of the sea. 

  Richard Hovey (1864–1900)

 10  The Blue Hills   
  The city feels like spring today;
  The tall roofs smoke beneath the heat.
  The city feels like spring today,
  But Oh! the blue hills far away!

  I hear a lone hand organ play
  Far off and dim and strangely sweet.
  The city feels like spring today,
  But Oh! the blue hills far away!

  J. Arbuthnot (dates unknown)

  Irish Folksongs 
 11 I. The Apron of Flowers 
  I loved a young man, I loved him well; 
  I loved him better than tongue can tell. 
  I loved him better than he loved me, 
  For he did not care for my company. 

  There is an ale-house all in this town 
  Where he goes in and there sits down; 
  And he takes a strange girl on his knee 
  And he tells her what he once told me. 

  But there’s a flow’r grows in this place, 
  And some do call it the heart’s grace; 
  And if I could but this flower find 
  I would ease my heart and my troubled mind. 

  Unto the green meadows there I’ll go 
  And watch the flowers all as they grow: 
  And ev’ry flower I will pull, 
  Until I have my apron full.

  Folksong from Coleraine, Co. Londonderry, 
  collected by Sam Henry (1870–1952)

 12 II. I’m from over the mountain
  It happened to be on a moon-shiney night  
      That I took a notion to marry; 
  I drew to my hat, took my staff in my hand,  
      Just as I had been in a hurry. 

  I urged along, where I often had been:  
      My heart it rejoiced when my charmer 
      was seen; 

  I lifted the latch and I bade her good-e’en;  
      Says I, ‘I’m from over the mountain’. 

  ‘What notion of jesting came into your head?  
      I’m glad for to meet you so merry! 
  It’s twelve by the clock and the old folks in bed;  
      Speak low or you’ll waken my mammy.’ 

  ‘If that be a jest, then it’s jesting that’s true;  
      I’ve courted a year and I think that’ll do. 
  So this very night I will marry wi’ you,  
      If you venture with me o’er the mountain.’ 

  The moon and the stars ’luminated the sky,  
      The morning star brightly was shining, 
  As me and my darling our journey pursued  
      Till we came to the altar of Hymen. 

  Wi’ fiddling and dancing we spent the whole day,  
      And the anger of marriage it soon 
      rolled away, 
  And I unto my wee lassie did say,  
      ‘Do you rue coming over the mountain?’ 

  ‘O no, my wee laddie, it’s I dinna rue  
      I tak’n the advice o’ my laddie; 
  And when I am over the mountains wi’ you  
      I regard not the friends o’ my daddy.’ 

  Let that be a lesson to ev’ry fair maid:  
      slip out in the dark when the old folks in bed,
  And ne’er be afraid wi’ your laddie to wed,  
      Or to venture with him o’er the mountain.

  Source unknown; collected by Sam Henry

 13 III. Calen-o
  When as I view your comly grace; 
  Calen-o Custure me, 
  Your golden haires, your angel’s face: 
  Calen-o Custure me. 

  My soule with silence mooving sense, 
  Calen-o Custure me, 
  Doth wish of God with reverence, 
  Calen-o Custure me. 

  Long life and vertue you possesse: 
  Calen-o Custure me, 
  To match those gifts of worthinesse, 
  Calen-o Custure me.

  Anon.; first three stanzas of a poem printed in  
  Clement Robinson ‘and divers others’, A Handefull  
  of Pleasant Delites, 1584

 14 IV. The Swan  
  On the lovely banks of Bann 
  As we watched the gliding swan, 
  My darling Mary at my side, 
  I whispered, ‘For your sake, 
  These scenes I would forsake 
  And seek my fortune far across the tide’. 

  Mary’s eyes looked up in mine, 
  ‘Jamie dear, why cross the brine? 
  A crust is sweeter on this soil 
  Than all that you can gain 
  Exiled o’er the bitter main; 
  Sure, love will flavour all the fruits of toil.
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  See the swan upon the stream, 
  Like a vision in a dream; 
  His wings would bear him o’er the sea: 
  He has no thought to roam, 
  The Bann’s his chosen home; 
  Then let us, like him, at home contented be’. 

  I held her to my breast 
  And whispered, ‘Here our nest 
  We’ll build among the scenes we love; 
  Oh, Mary you’re my pride, 
  And soon you’ll be my bride, 
  On the banks of Bann you’ll be my homing dove’.

  Source unknown; collected by Sam Henry 

 15 V. My grandfather died    
  My grandfather died and I don’t know how,
  He left me six horses for to yoke to the plough;
    With a quing, quang, quaddle-um, 
    Jing, Jack traddle-um,
    Mousey’s in the barn and among the brew.

  Oh, I sold my horses and I bought a cow:
  I never made a bargain, but I well know how;

  Oh, I sold my cow and I bought a calf:
  I never made a bargain but I lost the half;

  Oh, I sold my calf and I bought a pig,
  I set him in the doorway for to dance a jig;

  Oh, I sold my pig and I bought a dog,
  And I put him on the hearthstone for to 
      talk to a frog;

  Oh, I sold my dog and I bought a cat,
  But he went through the half-door after a rat;

  My grandfather left me all he did own,
  And I don’t know how it is but I’m here by 
      my lone;

  Folksong from Ballycastle, Co. Antrim, collected 
  by Sam Henry 

 16 At the mid hour of night   
  At the mid hour of night, when stars are 
      weeping,fly 
  To the lone vale we loved, when life shone 
      warm in thine eye; 
  And I think oft, if spirits  
      can steal from the regions of air
  To revisit past scenes of delight, thou wilt  
      come to me there, 
  And tell me our love is remember’d even in  
      the sky.

  Then I sing the wild song it once was rapture  
      to hear,
  When our voices commingling breathed like  
      one on the ear;
  And as Echo far off through the vale my sad  
      orison rolls,
  I think, O my love! ‘tis thy voice from the  
      Kingdom of Souls
  Faintly answering still the notes that once  
      were so dear. 

  Thomas Moore (1779–1852)

 17 At Sea   
  ’Tis the long blue Head o’ Garron 
      From the sea,
  Och, we’re sailin’ past the Garron 
      On the sea.
  Now Glen Ariff lies behind, 
  Where the waters fall an’ wind 
  By the willows o’ Glen Ariff to the sea.

  Ould Luirgedan rises green 
      By the sea
  Ay, he stands between the Glens 
      An’ the sea. 
  Now we’re past the darklin’ caves, 
  Where the breakin’ summer waves 
  Wander in wi’ their trouble from the sea.

  But Cushendun lies nearer 
      To the sea, 
  An’ thon’s a shore is dearer 
      Still to me,
  For the land that I am leavin’ 
  Sure the heart I have is grievin’, 
  But the ship has set her sails for the sea.

  Och, what’s this is deeper 
      Than the sea?
  An’ what’s this is stronger 
      Nor the sea?
  When the call is ‘all or none’, 
  An’ the answer ‘all for one’ 
  Then we be to sail away across the sea.

  Moira O’Neill (Agnes Shakespeare Higginson,  
  1864–1955)

 18 Shall I forget 
  Shall I forget on this side of the grave?
  I promise nothing: you must wait and see,
      Patient and brave.
  (O my soul, watch with him and he with me.)

  Shall I forget in peace of Paradise?
  I promise nothing: follow, friend, and see,
      Faithful and wise.
  (O my soul, lead the way he walks with me.)

  Christina Rossetti (1830–1894)

 19 The Outlaw of Loch Lene 
  O many a day have I made good ale in the glen, 
  That came not of stream or malt, like the  
      brewing of men:  
  My bed was the ground; my roof, the  
      greenwood above;  
  And the wealth that I sought, one far kind  
      glance from my love.  

  Alas! on that night when the horses I drove  
      from the field,  
  That I was not near from terror my angel to  
      shield!  
  She stretch’d forth her arms; her mantle she  
      flung to the wind,  
  And swam o’er Loch Lene, her outlaw’d  
      lover to find.   
  O would that a freezing sleet-wing’d  
      tempest did sweep,  
  And I and my love were alone, far off on the deep; 
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  I’d ask not a ship, or a bark, or a pinnace, to  
      save –  
  With her hand round my waist, I’d fear not  
      the wind or the wave.   
  ’Tis down by the lake where the wild tree  
      fringes its sides,  
  The maid of my heart, my fair one of Heaven  
      resides:  
  I think, as at eve she wanders its mazes  
      among,  
  The birds go to sleep by the sweet wild  
      twist of her song.

  Jeremiah Joseph Callanan (1795–1829), 
  ‘from the Irish’

 20 Credhe’s Lament for Cail
  O’er thy chief, thy rushing chief, Loch da Conn, 
  Loud the haven is roaring; 
  All too late, her deadly hate for Crimtha’s son 
  Yonder deep is deploring. 
  Small comfort, I trow, to Credhe is her wail, 
  Slender solace now, oh, my Cail. 
  Ochone! och, wirrasthrue! Can she, who slew, 
  Bid thee back, Spirit soaring!  
  Hark, the thrush from out Drumqueen lifts  
      his keen 
  Through the choir of the thrushes; 
  With his mate, his screaming mate o’er the  
      green 
  See! the red weasel rushes. 

  Crushed on the crag lies Glensilen’s doe, 
  O’er her yon stag tells his woe, 
  Thus, Cail, ochonee! for thee, for thee 
  My soul’s sorrow gushes.  
  O, the thrush, the mourning thrush, mating  
      shall sing, 
  When the furze bloom is yellow! 
  O, the stag, the grieving stag in the spring 
  With a fresh doe shall fellow! 
  But love for me ’neath the ever moving mound 
  Of the scowling sea lieth drowned; 
  While, Och, och, ollagone! the sea fowl moan 
  And the sea beasts bellow.

  Alfred Perceval Graves (1846–1931), after a modern  
  translation of an ancient Irish poem printed in E. A.  
  Sharp and J. Matthay, eds, Lyra Celtica, 1924

  Three Sea Prayers from the Greek Anthology
 21 I. To the Gods of Harbour and Headland

  Harbour-god, do thou, O blessed one, send  
  with a gentle breeze the outward-bound sail  
  of Archelaus down smooth water even to  
  the sea; and thou who hast the point of the  
  shore in ward, keep the convoy that is bound  
  for the Pythian shrine; and thenceforward,  
  if all we singers are in Phoebus’ care, I will  
  sail cheerily on with a fair-flowing west wind.

  Antiphilus of Byzantium (1st century ad), tr. John  
  William Mackail (1959–1945)

 22 II. Saved by Faith
  They call me the little one, and say I cannot  
  go straight and fearless on a prosperous  
  voyage like ships that sail out to sea; and  
  I deny it not; I am a little boat, but to the  
  sea all is equal; fortune, not size, makes the  
  difference. Let another have the advantage  
  in rudders; for some put their confidence in  
  this and some in that, but my salvation be of  
  God.

  Leonidas of Tarentum (3rd century bc), tr. John 
   William Mackail

 23  III. To Apollo of Leucas
  Phoebus who holdest the sheer steep of  
  Leucas, far seen of mariners and washed  
  by the Ionian Sea, receive of sailors this  
  mess of hand-kneaded barley bread and a  
  libation mingled in a little cup, and the  
  gleam of a brief-shining lamp that drinks  
  with half-saturate mouth from a sparing oil- 
  flask; in recompense whereof be gracious,  
  and send on their sails a favourable wind to  
  run with them to the harbours of Actium.

  Philippus of Thessalonica (1st century ad), 
  tr. John William Mackail
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Northern Irish mezzo-soprano and Samling 
Foundation Scholar Carolyn Dobbin began 
her career as a teacher of art and design 
before commencing the Opera course at 
the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and 
Drama. Carolyn has performed extensively 
in opera, oratorio and in solo recitals. She 
has sung at the Royal Opera House Linbury 
Studio, English National Opera, Grange Park 
Opera, Opera Holland Park, Stadttheater 
Bern (Switzerland), English Touring Opera and 
the Royal Albert Hall. Roles include Carmen, 

Annio (La clemenza di Tito), Penelope (Il 
ritorno d’Ulisse), Bradamante (Alcina), Polina 
(Pique Dame), Meg Page (Falstaff), Dritte 
Dame (Der Zauberflöte), Lucretia, Amastre 
(Xerxes), Ottavia (L’incoronazione de Poppea), 
Nicklausse (Les contes d’Hoffmann), Suzuki, 
Maddalena (Rigoletto), Dorabella, Charlotte 
(Werther), Concepción (L’heure espagnole), 
Scipio, Idamante (Idomeneo) and Angelina 
(La Cenerentola). She was Associate Artist 
at Welsh National Opera in 2010 and spent 
two years at the opera house in Luzern, in 
2012–14.

Future events include the first recording of 
Edward Loder’s nineteenth-century opera 
Agnes and Raymond conducted by Richard 
Bonynge, along with recitals with Iain 
Burnside at the Ludlow Song Festival and in 
Belfast. She will also tour the UK with Mid 
Wales Opera in the role of Madam Popova 
in Walton’s The Bear and will sing the role 
of Mary in Der Fliegender Holländer for 
Longborough Festival.

Iain Burnside is a pianist who has 
appeared in recital with many of the world’s 
leading singers (‘pretty much ideal’, BBC 
Music Magazine). He is also an insightful 
programmer with an instinct for the telling 
juxtaposition. His recordings straddle an 
exuberantly eclectic repertoire ranging from 
Beethoven and Schubert to the cutting edge, 
as in the Gramophone Award-winning NMC 
Songbook. Recent Delphian recordings 
include the complete Rachmaninov songs 
with seven outstanding Russian artists 
(DCD34127: ‘the results are electrifying’, Daily 
Telegraph) and Schubert Lieder with Ailish 
Tynan and Roderick Williams (DCD34165 and 
34170 respectively). A recording of songs 

by Medtner with six singers is forthcoming 
(DCD34177). Burnside’s passion for English 
song is reflected in acclaimed CDs of Parry, 
Shaw, Britten, Finzi, Ireland, Butterworth and 
Vaughan Williams. 

Away from the piano Burnside is active as a 
writer and broadcaster. As presenter of BBC 
Radio 3’s Voices he won a Sony Radio Award. 
For the Guildhall School of Music and Drama 
Burnside has devised a number of singular 
theatre pieces, including Swansong, an 
exploration of Schubert’s Schwanengesang. 
A Soldier and a Maker, based on the life of 
Ivor Gurney, was performed at the Barbican 
Centre and the Cheltenham Festival, and later 
broadcast by BBC Radio 3.

Future highlights include performances of the 
three Schubert song cycles with Roderick 
Williams at Wigmore Hall and a major series of 
Russian song there in the 2018 season. Other 
forthcoming projects feature Ailish Tynan, Rosa 
Feola, Andrew Watts, Robin Tritschler and 
Benjamin Appl. Iain Burnside is Artistic Director 
of the Ludlow English Song Weekend and 
Artistic Consultant to Grange Park Opera.
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The Shadow Side: contemporary song from Scotland
Irene Drummond, Iain Burnside
DCD34099

For many years Irene Drummond has been the leading exponent of 
contemporary song in Scotland. With her partner Iain Burnside – peerless in 
this music – she offers here a fascinating snapshot of her repertoire. From the 
rarefied sparseness of James MacMillan to the sustained luminosity of Paul 
Mealor and the emotionally charged dramatic outbursts of John McLeod, The 
Shadow Side explores a world of half-lights and visceral intensity.

‘… soprano Irene Drummond at her most breathtakingly stellar and seductive’
— The Herald, June 2011

‘ Iain Burnside shares the credit for performances of total focus’
— BBC Music Magazine, October 2011

From a city window: songs by Hubert Parry
Ailish Tynan, Susan Bickley, William Dazeley, Iain Burnside
DCD34117

Recorded in the music room of Hubert Parry’s boyhood home, Highnam Court in 
Gloucestershire, this disc sees three of our finest singers shed illuminating light on 
an area of the repertoire that has rarely graced the concert hall in recent times. As 
English song came into full flower at the turn of the 20th century, Parry’s substantial 
contribution to the genre became buried. Iain Burnside and his singers rediscover 
what has been forgotten by historical accident – and what a treasure chest of 
song they have found! Still best known for two short choral works, Parry is at last 
undergoing something of a revival, and these beautiful performances return his 
songs to the heart of his output, where the composer always felt they belonged.

‘ Ailish Tynan, Susan Bickley and William Dazeley sing them with ardour and 
sensibility, and Iain Burnside’s piano accompaniments are full of subtle insight’
— The Times, January 2013

The Airmen: songs by Martin Shaw
Sophie Bevan, Andrew Kennedy, Roderick Williams, Iain Burnside
DCD34105

Despite a compositional career spanning both World Wars, remarkably little is 
known about Martin Shaw’s music. It has yet to enjoy the revival of interest that 
has benefited the legacies of close friends such as Ralph Vaughan Williams and 
John Ireland. Shaw’s songs range from the whimsical and effervescent to the 
deeply melancholic, and will be a revelation to many. In rescuing these gems from 
obscurity, Iain Burnside and his first-class singers have given new life to an unjustly 
neglected figure.

‘ Their style is bold, diatonic and memorably melodic … These performances, with 
Burnside the immaculate accompanist, are exemplary’
— The Guardian, March 2012

Insomnia: a nocturnal voyage in song
William Berger, Iain Burnside
DCD34116

For his solo debut on disc, William Berger has devised an ingenious sequence 
of seventeen songs describing a sleepless night experienced by a man who 
reflects on his love for an unnamed woman. From Viennese classicism to fin-
de-siècle Romanticism, shadowy English pastoral to the contemporary worlds 
of Richard Rodney Bennett and Raymond Yiu, this wide-ranging programme is 
brought to nuanced life by an outstanding young baritone, while the indefatigable 
Iain Burnside provides lucid and imaginative accompaniment. Together, their 
performances capture the full gamut of nocturnal emotions.

‘ plays out its chronological narrative … with logical and psychological inevitability. 
Berger sustains a magnetic affection throughout the varied sequence, aided by 
Burnside’s deft pianism’
— The Scotsman, July 2012

Iain Burnside on Delphian
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